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A meaningful, devotional gift for Muslims, this lovely volume also offers insight into Islamic spiritual

life for people of all faiths. Daily readings include a short text from the Koran and one from Sufi or

Hadith traditions.
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Thus novel comfort me,I can be able to reflect and thinking clearly, andNo only you are reading the

Quran and hadith's which I love

This book is my daily go to. I have given this book as a gift to my closest friends. However, shortly

after I received/purchased the books the pages of my book began to separated from the binder. If

this had not occurred my rating would be a 5. My friends have not alerted me of any problems with

their books. Hopefully their books are okay.

great condition

This is a VERY well written collection of Quranic verses and Hadith. I liked this book so much I sent

it to several friends as well. When you start the day with a page from this book it helps put things in

perspective, which I feel is something we lose all to easily in this fast paced, cut-throat world with

which we have surrounded ourselves. I would encourage everyone to buy this book. Although I read

it in the morning, this is probably a great way to end the day as well.



This book is absolutely beautiful and inspiring! Love reading verses from the HOly Qur'an and then

quotes/poetry from the likes of Rumi

This book is inspirational, it is a good book to read every day. The readings are short enough that it

is easy to read every day, and it improves the reader's life.

I've always thought this book was lovely. I keep it next to my bed, or sometimes on my shelf.

Through the years I have tried to read the daily reflections, or sometimes just skimmed through it.

Each day matches a quote from the Qur'an with a saying of religious Muslim- sometimes the

Prophet Muhammad and sometimes a mystic, poet or scholar.Today a heartbreaking event

occurred in the community. I opened this book and found the exact right thing I needed hear in this

date's reflection. That isn't always the case, but when it is, it is worth the price of the book and

more.This is a great book for Muslims of course. But it is written in plain English, and the reflections

are such that they can appeal to anyone. It is a much more spiritual book than one of law or dogma.

Anyone leaning towards attaining a peace of mind for a few minutes everyday. In wanting to know

right from wrong written in a beautiful and poetic style; anyone enclosed in the domain of modern

superficiality wanting to tear through the murky membrane into a world that ignores materialistic

credentials, THAN (it took me a while to get there, I know) this is the book to have. It is a pretty

compilation of readings from the Muslim Holy book: the Quran. Followed by a quote from the

teachings and observations of theologians and sufi saints of the Middle Ages. A must have!
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